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1 Introduction

The overall aim of this paper is to introduce a multilevel theoretical framework which brings various firm-level people-dependent intangible resources together and offers an alternative research avenue for understanding the creation, development and utilization of Strategic Human Capital Resources (SHCRs). While doing so, this article brings together different viewpoints offered by scholars from diverse academic domains about the utility of Human Capital Resources; it argues in favour of adopting a holistic approach in defining the nature of people-dependent intangible resources and their relationship with competitive advantage.

Human Capital (HC) is considered as an important organizational resource for sustained competitive advantage (SCA) because it is difficult to imitate by competitors (Barney, 1991; DeNisi et al., 2003). HC is embedded in human resources and it stems from individual-level characteristics including knowledge, skills, training, education, state of health and so on (Felin and Hesterly, 2007; Ployhart and Moliterno, 2011; Wright and McMahan, 2011; Pattie et al., 2012). At the individual- or micro-level, HC is the set of inseparable personal attributes which enhance individuals’ performance potential (Barney, 1991; Ployhart and Moliterno, 2011; Jayawarna et al., 2014). The aggregate- or macro-level HC is the sum of HC of all those individuals involved in an organization, unit or team. It is the macro-level HC which contributes to SCA if utilized effectively (Crook et al., 2011; Arend, 2015). In this article, the terms ‘firm performance’, ‘competitive advantage’ and ‘sustained competitive advantage’ are sometimes used interchangeably because a sustained continuation in each of the first two lead to the achievement of the last one.

The idea of HC was first introduced in the early seventeenth century by scholars with finance and economics backgrounds. William Petty (1623-1687) used HC to estimate national wealth which economists and financial professionals applied for about a century; Adam Smith (1723-1790) focused on the abilities of society as a whole rather than individuals; von Thunen (1783-1850) was interested in human life as a valuable asset; whereas William Farr (1807-1883) provided a scientific procedure of determining monetary value of human beings by calculating the present value of an individuals’ net future earnings (Kiker, 1966; AVSI, 2008).

While scholars recognized the value of HC in the early seventeenth century, Human Capital Theory (HCT) as an organized discipline of knowledge started only in the late 1950s (Kiker, 1966; Blaug, 1976; Baptiste, 2001; Lazear, 2009) when some scholars argued that human knowledge, education, skills and state of health have economically productive potential (Mincer, 1958; Schultz, 1961; Becker, 1962). This review, therefore, takes into account literature from 1950s onwards. Since then, two concepts dominated the field of HCT: first, learning capabilities of individuals are at least as productive and economically useful as that of other forms of capital (Livingstone, 1997) for individuals, their employers and the societies they belong to; and second, HC needs to be developed, updated and replaced on a continuous basis because like other resources it too has the potential of eventually becoming obsolete (Schultz, 1961). Contrary to the pre 1960s belief where ownership of physical capital was considered the main source for individual incomes, Becker (1962) argued that intangible resources in the form of education, knowledge, skills and health play a vital role in increasing individuals’ real incomes. Consequently, scholars used two methods to assess HC: the cost-of-production method and the capitalized-earnings method (Kiker, 1966), which raised a fundamental question of whether the private cost of
education and training should be considered as investment or consumption (Schultz, 1961; Blaug, 1976).

Subsequently, a paradigm shift in the literature of HCT occurred in the early 1970s because of increased demand and social pressure for higher education and training (Blaug, 1976; Becker, 1996). Since then HC research evolved as a dynamic body of knowledge. Another major shift occurred in the last decade of the twentieth century when scholars argued that firms achieve competitive advantage by developing, accumulating and using firm specific abilities on both individual- and firm-levels (Baptiste, 2001; Lazear, 2009).

While scholarly investigation on different types of HC at various levels over the years has indeed increased our understanding about the nature and importance of these resources for firm-level competitive advantage, it is less clear in the literature how firms develop and maintain their strategic HC base. Part of the problem is the fragmented nature of past research where scholars explained the underpinnings of HC at micro-foundational levels from only their own disciplines’ standpoint.

For example, some researchers in the past argued that HC is fundamentally comprised of two components called explicit/codified HC and tacit HC (Schultz, 1961; Blaug, 1976). Assessment of explicit HC is relatively easy as it is acquired and accumulated through formal education and training. However, evaluation of tacit HC is difficult because it is embedded in people and it is not visible unless voluntarily exhibited through work performance. Others believed that HC comes from two different domains referred to as cognitive and non-cognitive (Heckman, 2000; Ployhart and Moliterno, 2011; Jayawarna et al., 2014). Cognitive HC includes general mental ability, intelligence, capacity to learn, knowledge and experience which is obtained through education, training and practical work. Non-cognitive HC refers to personal traits such as ability to control emotions and influence others, dependability, reliability and personal preferences. Cognitive and non-cognitive HC are what a person “can do” versus “will do” respectively (Ployhart and Moliterno, 2011).133

Drawing on past research it is recognized that HC does not belong to any one particular discipline. It rather falls into many disciplines including business and management, strategy, entrepreneurship, education, political economics, psychology, sociology and human resources management. Yet, as given above, these various disciplines have approached the same resource from their own narrow lenses only which has resulted in divergent ideas and jargons with regard to creation and assessment of this resource. In other words, while different perspectives from different disciplines do offer a range of interpretations of HC, they offer overlapping and sometimes potentially confusing explanations leading to unnecessary polarization between and across disciplines. These overlapping definitions and explanations make assessment of these resources burdensome. In this article the term ‘people-dependent intangible resources’ refers to firm-level resources which stem from individual-level characteristics including knowledge, skills and abilities.

Table 1 (next page) presents a bird’s eye-view of these resources and summarizes the results of the literature reviewed for this article. Rows 1 to 8 show how different scholars asserted that HC affects a firm’s ability to achieve and sustain competitive advantage more than other resources. Next, it implies that social capital (SC) (rows 9 to 17) and knowledge or knowledgebase (the two terms are used interchangeably) are positively related to competitive advantage. Moreover, it illustrates that how some scholars believe that some of these resources become inputs for creation of other resources (rows 16 and 19 to 21).
Table 1: Relationship of people-dependent intangible resources with firm performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Row</th>
<th>Relevant theme, statement or phrase</th>
<th>Source(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>HC affects innovation and innovative adaptability</td>
<td>(Mahsud et al., 2011).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Micro-level HC enhances individuals’ performance potential</td>
<td>(Barney, 1991; Ployhart and Moliterno, 2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>A positive relationship exists between education/experience and the level of earnings/productivity of individuals</td>
<td>(Blaug, 1976; Livingstone, 1997)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Differences in individuals’ incomes are due to HC</td>
<td>(Becker, 1962)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>HC is comprised of explicit/codified and tacit knowledge</td>
<td>(Schultz, 1961; Blaug, 1976).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>HC helps firms to achieve the ability of ambidexterity and SCA</td>
<td>(Barney, 1991; Hatch and Dyer, 2004).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>It is a widely accepted fact that HC is the main resource for SCA</td>
<td>(Crook et al., 2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Unit-level HC is responsible for generating SCA</td>
<td>(Nyberg et al., 2012; Crocker and Eckardt, 2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>SC is a source for sustained competitive advantage</td>
<td>(Arregle et al., 2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Family SC contributes positively and significantly to firm success and sustainability.</td>
<td>(Danes et al., 2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>It is implied that SC affects firm performance and that SC exists in the form of relationships, interdependencies and connections</td>
<td>(Coleman, 1988; Bubolz, 2001; Danes et al., 2009).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>SC is the stock of trust and goodwill between an entrepreneur and the wider society, and is a source for SCA</td>
<td>(McPherson, 2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Belief systems and culture are parts of SC</td>
<td>(Cousins et al., 2006; Danes et al., 2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Using RC, firms learn how to deal/negotiate with other firms or individuals</td>
<td>(Welbourne and Pardo-del-Val, 2009; Liu et al., 2010).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Knowledge plays a vital role in a firm’s long-term financial prosperity</td>
<td>(DeNisi et al., 2003; Gonzalez Padron et al., 2010; Teece, 2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Knowledge base of the firm has its roots in the resource-based view, and it is a source for sustained competitive advantage</td>
<td>(Crook et al., 2011).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Knowledge is one of the most valuable strategic resources for creating competitive advantage</td>
<td>(Dai and Liu, 2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Knowledge exists in tacit and explicit forms</td>
<td>(Ipe, 2003; Wang and Wang, 2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>HC stems from HRs in the form of knowledge, skills, abilities and shared values</td>
<td>(Hatch and Dyer, 2004; Wright and McMahan, 2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Managerial dynamic capabilities depend on managerial HC, managerial SC and managerial cognition</td>
<td>(Kor and Mesko, 2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>State of health of the workforce, their common belief systems and firm-level practices (which represent the culture of the firm) are parts of firm-level HCRs</td>
<td>(Becker, 1962; Blaug, 1976).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations**
- HC - Human Capital
- HRs - Human Resources
- RC - Relational Capital
- SC - Social Capital
- SCA - Sustained/Sustainable Competitive Advantage
The above table also shows that how an explanation used by one author or discipline for one resource overlaps, in terms of its impact on competitive advantage, with other resources defined by other authors or disciplines. For example, it seems from rows 7, 9, and 15 that HC, SC and knowledge respectively affect a firm’s ability to achieve and sustain competitive advantage individually and independently. Surely, these resources do not act alone. They complement each other and are contingent on each other (Coleman, 1988; Burton-Jones and Spender, 2012). In addition, the above table shows that how some scholars consider some intangible resources as parts of HCRs which others construe as SC and knowledge respectively (rows 20 to 21 and 5 and 18). The relationships of these resources with the aggregate HC and between each other are graphically presented in Figure 1 later in this article.

As mentioned previously, the overall aim of this review is: to suggest a holistic research approach towards organizational level SHCRs and other people-dependent intangible resources which complement each other in order to grasp the implications of the relationships between them, as portrayed in the framework (Figure 1). To this end, future theorizing and empirical investigation will be required to consider the following four important research questions. (1) How does individual-level human capital cause creation and accumulation of unit-level Human Capital Resources? (2) How the aggregate-level HC is related to a firm’s ability to achieve and sustain competitive advantage? (3) How does individual-level HC act as an underpinning for the creation and accumulation of other firm-level people-dependent intangible resources? (4) How and under what conditions firm-level people-dependent intangible resources affect competitive advantage and become inputs for the creation and accumulation of HCRs and vice versa?

Appropriate explanations of these broad questions will not only strengthen existing knowledge but also will provide new insights in understanding how firms create, develop and utilize these resources to meet their strategic objectives. Next I discuss the methodology adopted in this review. This is followed by a detailed explanation of HCRs as the rootstock for other intangible resources. The article then explicates the conceptual framework that is developed in this review along with the firm-level intangible resources that are presented in the framework.

2 Research Methods

This is a review article which depends on past research work and focuses on the impact of HC and other people-dependent intangible resources including Social Capital, Relation Capital, and Knowledge on competitive advantage of firms. The review builds on scholarly investigation made in various fields including, but not limited to, business and management, strategy, entrepreneurship, education, political economics, psychology, sociology and human resources management. Google Scholar was used as the search engine. To begin, a search was carried out for eight keywords: “Competitive advantage”, “firm performance”; “Human Capital”; “Human Capital Theory”; “Resource-based view”; “Social Capital”; “Relational Capital”; and “Knowledge”. The search resulted in over a million items for each keyword. In order to narrow down the search results, the following criteria were employed using the “Advanced search” features: “Find articles: with the exact phrase”; “where my words occur = anywhere in the article”; “Return articles dated between = 1950-2015.” Moreover, the above eight keywords were combined into the following seven keywords: “Competitive advantage, firm performance”; “Competitive advantage, Human Capital”;

The new search produced a list of 108, 218, 12, 226, 51, 3 and 94 items for the above seven keywords respectively, a total of 712 items. This method of searching for relevant published research material is similar to the methods adopted by Turner et al. (2013) and Doherty et al. (2014) in their literature review articles on Ambidexterity and Social Enterprises respectively. Since the focus of this study was on unit-level and multi-level people-dependent intangible resources, further sifting was necessary based on the relationship between competitive advantage and the seven combined keywords mentioned above. This was done by scanning the abstracts and conclusions in the above mentioned 712 literature sources.

Subsequently, it was noticed that although some of the sources did mention the above keywords, the contents in them were not found relevant to the overall purpose of this review. For example, some journal articles discussed firm performance in a context other than people-dependent resources such as firm size and SCA, CEO compensation and firm performance, HC in the top management team and its impact on organizational performance and parent company culture and subsidiary performance. Such sources were excluded. However, some materials, which have not explicitly mentioned the above keywords in the abstracts and/or conclusions but paid considerable attention to them and their effects on competitive advantage elsewhere in the body such as in introductions and/or discussions were included.

Consequently, 56 research sources were finally selected to read in detail and to deal with in light of the overall objective of this review. Important information from each source, such as: author and year of publishing; literature area; type of research (empirical, theoretical, conceptual); independent/dependent variables; main findings; research gaps indentified; future research directions given; and limitations mentioned were entered into a bespoke MS-Access database. During the writing-up, a reverse search technique was also employed i.e., additional sources (mostly journal articles) were identified based on the citations of the reading materials which were already included and read for this review (Doherty et al., 2014). Particular emphasis was given to those areas which produced substantially few results during the advanced search process (e.g., Relational Capital and Knowledge). Moreover, the search engine (Google Scholar) was regularly checked for any scholarly updates for the aforementioned keywords. Subsequently, a total of 76 sources (70 journal articles, two books, one working paper, one conference paper, one report and one online source) were finally included in this review (cf. Table 2).

Table 2: Sources of referenced literature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of source</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Name of source</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Academy of Management Journal</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Journal of Economic Literature</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academy of Management Review</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Journal of Leadership &amp; Organizational Studies</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult Education Quarterly</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Journal of Management</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Journal of Sociology</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Journal of Management Inquiry</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Journal of Management</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Journal of Management Studies</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European Urban and Regional Studies</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Journal of Operations Management</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3 Review of the Literature

3.1 Human Capital Resources: defining the concept

From a narrow understanding of HC as a bundle of individual-level characteristics, HC scholars recently defined unit-level HC as the aggregate individual-level knowledge, skills, abilities and other characteristics (KSAOs) (Ployhart and Moliterno, 2011). Although this definition has expanded our understanding, it is potentially confusing due to the use of the term “other characteristics.” Because some researchers do not consider some individual-level characteristics as part of their human capital or human capital resources (Ployhart et al., 2014), while others believe that individual-level HC endowments are made-up of all individual-level characteristics including the state of health of the workforce and their common belief systems as well as firm-level practices representing the culture of the firm (Becker, 1962; Blaug, 1976). The latter understanding better suits with this review because it implies that individuals with better health, motivation and a work-aligned attitude will potentially outperform their co-workers who lack such characteristics even if they possess same or similar qualifications, knowledge, training and skill levels. For example, a customer assistant in a retail environment with a reasonably good physical and mental health as well as with a relatively high level of motivation towards her work will certainly perform better than a colleague who has similar personal characteristics but has relatively poor health or motivation towards her work for whatever reasons. This example can be relevant to other sectors or types of works.
Therefore, I argue that the phrase knowledge, skills and abilities (KSAs) is a more representative term than KSAOIs when we refer to the building blocks of HCRs. Because the term “abilities” encompasses a wide variety of individual-level characteristics including (but not limited to) status of health, degree of self-motivation and understanding of shared values embedded in people. These characteristics contribute in the process of creating, accumulating and developing HCRs. Moreover, drawing on various definitions offered by scholars from multiple disciplines (e.g., Mincer, 1958; Becker, 1962; Blaug, 1976; Wernerfelt, 1984; Barney, 1991; Teece et al., 1997; Ployhart and Moliterno, 2011; Nyberg et al., 2012; Ployhart et al., 2014; Wright et al., 2014; Arend, 2015), I offer the following comprehensive definitions of HCRs.

Human Capital is comprised of knowledge, skills and abilities (KSAs) possessed by individuals which has the potential to affect individual-level performance.

Human Capital Resources are those unit/firm-level people-dependent intangible resources which stem from individual-level KSAs, which the unit/firm does not solely own/control but has access to, and which have the potential to affect unit/firm-level operational performance.

Strategic Human Capital Resources (SHCRs) are those Human Capital Resources which have the potential to affect the achievement of strategic goals of a unit/firm, e.g., competitive advantage.

The above definitions imply that higher levels and better quality of these characteristics and resources will result in better performance at both individual- and unit/firm-levels. How HCRs have been used historically is discussed next.

3.2 Human Capital Resources and Competitive Advantage: a retrospective view

The premise of Human Capital Theory is that individuals with higher levels of HC are better off economically and socially than their counterparts who possess lesser/poorer levels of HC (Becker, 1962; Blaug, 1976). On a macro-level, firms employing people with high levels of knowledge, skills and abilities outperform their competitors who lack such employees in their workforce. This perception is the reason that contemporary researchers emphasize more on firm-level HCRs than individual level HC as they argue that the combined effect of firm-level HCRs results in superior financial performance in the long term (Mahsud et al., 2011; Wright et al., 2014) which helps the firm in achieving and maintaining competitive advantage over rivals (Barney et al., 2011).

The above argument has been put forth by others as: unit-level (or firm-level, also referred to as macro-level) HCRs are more useful than individual-level (also called micro-level) HCRs are because they bring greater benefits to the firm’s operations when exploited properly (Ployhart and Moliterno, 2011; Nyberg et al., 2012; Fulmer and Ployhart, 2014). While focusing on useful resources for superior firm performance Wernerfelt (1984), although he did not use the term human capital directly, implied that
firms may earn above average returns if valuable and rare resources are deployed in business operations in a way that competitors are unable to do so. This notion was echoed by other researchers including Barney (1991) leading to the concept of resource-based view (RBV) of the firm. The RBV later became resource-based theory (RBT) (Barney et al., 2001) and is highly regarded as a competitive advantage framework. He concludes that firms need a variety of resources, including intangible ones, to achieve strategic objectives.

Since the idea of resourced-based view of the firm was floated in the 1980s and 1990s and the resource-based theory in the early 2000s, a vast array of research in the strategic management and related disciplines (Barney et al., 2011; Crook et al., 2011) mushroomed arguing that firm performance is contingent on the quality and use of HC. In particular, a vast amount of research in large organizations has argued that HC has the potential to outperform competitors (Crook et al., 2011) due to its nature as a heterogeneously distributed resource among firms. Scholars also argued that HC helps firms to achieve the ability of ambidexterity and sustainability in order to obtain competitive advantage positioning over rivals if they are valuable and rare and if they are made inimitable and non-substitutable through firm-specific HRM protective mechanisms (Barney, 1991; Hatch and Dyer, 2004). Ambidexterity is the ability of a firm to simultaneously exploit existing resources/competencies and explore new resources/competencies necessary to perform business operations efficiently and effectively (Kauppila, 2010; Mahsud et al., 2011).

While economists, psychologists, and strategic human resource management scholars agree that superior HCRs are positively related to long-term firm- as well as individual-level performance, the significance of this relationship is disputed by some scholars. For example, Newbert (2007) posits that: there is only limited and modest evidence that HC is significantly related to firm performance; and that this evidence varies based on the nature of the selected independent variables and the theoretical basis that are adopted by each empirical study. He concludes: only 33% HC, 20% knowledge and 33% experience were related to firm performance; although overall 71% of the tests relating a specific capability to performance were found. In contrast, Crook et al. (2011) argued that HC is the main source for SCA. In their meta-analytical enquiry of 66 past studies around RBV/RBT and impact of HC on firm performance and SCA, they found that HC is positively related to firm performance and that this relationship was slightly stronger in longitudinal studies than studies which relied on cross-sectional data. They noted that HC is 71% more strongly related to performance for specific measures of HC than general measures and more than 70% strongly related to operational performance measures than global performance measures. Specifically, they argued: (1) there exists a positive relationship between HC and firm performance; (2) the value of HC increases as it becomes firm specific, therefore, observational focus should be on specific HC instead of general HC; and (3) there may be other factors affecting firm performance such as physical resources and price/cost regimes; therefore, performance should be assessed for specific value chain activities within the firm in order to reflect the impact of HC on these specific activities.

Crook et al. (2011) disagree with Newbert for three reasons. (1) Selecting a small sample (only seven articles for HC) and cross-sectional nature of studies may not capture true nature and effects of HC because HC develops over longer periods of time. (2) The trading nature of HC in the factor markets is different than other forms of capital and is more complex than previously thought. That is, people with high levels of
general HC can attract highest bidding insofar as their costs roughly become equal to the value they can add. Whereas individuals with firm-specific HC may not be able to earn wages according to their value as they cannot transfer all of such HC to another employer without losing at least part of it to where it was developed (Hatch and Dyer, 2004). (3) Finally, the appropriability of HC as individuals with highest levels of HC can leverage highest wages by themselves, if not by their managers or employers, as well as the sharing nature of profits generated from the use of individual-level HC among several other stakeholders. The next section discusses how these important and useful resources are created and developed.

3.3 Creation and Accumulation of HCRs

Research explicates that micro-level HC is created at individual level in the form of education and training as a result of individuals’ efforts (Blaug, 1976), whereas HC at unit-level is created through learning-by-doing (Hatch and Dyer, 2004). The ability of human resources to learn firm-specific skills (firm-specific HC) through learn-by-doing is in turn supplemented by increased learning capacity of the firm (Hatch and Dyer, 2004) and firm-level efficiencies. For example, managers having experience in a particular firm (tacit HC) may use organizational resources in an efficient and productive way and may save time and money for their employers resulting in improved overall financial performance (Jones et al., 2007; Crook et al., 2011). Therefore, it is asserted that the process of explicit/tacit HC creation is a function of organizational procedures. In other words, strategically formulated HR policies within a firm facilitate HC creation, development and deployment as HC begins to flourish from human resources in the form of knowledge, skills, abilities (Hatch and Dyer, 2004; Wright and McMahan, 2011; Burton-Jones and Spender, 2012). Specifically speaking, there are generally three avenues available for a firm to create/accumulate firm-level HC.

First, by recruiting new employees through the selection function of HRM based on the firm’s requirements (Zidan, 2001; Hatch and Dyer, 2004; Ployhart and Moliterno, 2011). As HC embedded in new workers comes mainly from education, more- or better-educated workers have more or better HC than less- or poorly-educated counterparts. This form of HC may not be the main source for competitive advantage because it can be imitated or substituted easily by rivals. However, firms may generate competitive advantage by selecting workers through screening process (Blaug, 1976) where their specific qualifications and skills match with firm-specific business requirements. Furthermore, firms may also select individuals who have motivation and potential to learn firm-specific knowledge/skills eventually leading them to acquire firm-specific tacit HC (Coff and Kryscynski, 2011).

Second, firms acquire tacit HC by providing their workforce with appropriate firm-specific training (Hatch and Dyer, 2004) by which employees learn their duties quickly and thus contribute to the overall firm performance. Competitors, however, may be able to imitate both the training programmes and the resultant HC in the long term but at the cost of money and time. In such scenarios, firms whose HC is imitated or substituted by competitors may develop their HC base on an ongoing basis through firm-specific dynamic training programmes and thereby may remain ahead of their competitors (Hatch and Dyer, 2004).

Third and final, firms can create/develop firm-specific HC through effective deployment of human resources, i.e., making available right people to perform their functions in a right way at the right time. Trained managers with high levels of HC
within units/firms will be able to assess the skills of available human resources and assign them tasks accordingly (Hatch and Dyer, 2004; Zahra et al., 2006). These firms will be able to generate competitive advantage and make their managerial skills potentially inimitable as competitors who do not have such experienced managers in place will find it difficult to effectively deploy their workforce (Zahra et al., 2006). Next I discuss assessment of HCRs as historically their assessment remained as important as these resources themselves (Schultz, 1961; Kiker, 1966; Blaug, 1976; Newbert, 2007).

3.4 Assessment of Human Capital Resources

Assessment of HC/HCRs has remained a contentious issue in the literature. Economists, psychologists, strategists and sociologists do not disagree on the importance of HCRs and the need of a valid and reliable mechanism for their assessment in order to understand their effects on competitive advantage (Schumann, 2002; Wright and McMahan, 2011). However, these scholars from different disciplines have confined their investigations to their specific domains only in determining the effects of either types (specific versus general) or levels (individual versus collective) of HCRs without taking both aspects into account and without coordination between disciplines. As a result, there is no consensus as to what type of HCRs and at what level they should be assessed. Economists usually tend to use monetary- or economic-orientated indicators and focus more on individual-level and general than firm-level and specific HCRs (Mincer, 1958). Because they tend to believe that individuals with higher levels of general HC are more capable of earning higher wages in the job market than those who have lesser levels of HCRs (Hitt et al., 2001). Conversely, social scientists believe that assessing HC from economic and individual-level perspectives only would not represent the true value of HCRs (Livingstone, 1997; Baptiste, 2001). They argue that social returns have to be given equal importance in assessing the value of HCRs on individual- and unit/firm-levels. Moreover, some social scientists are inclined to use cognitive variables in assessing the level and usefulness of HC (Ployhart and Moliterno, 2011; Wright and McMahan, 2011).

A significant point where social researchers disagree with economists is that, without taking into account unit-level and specific HCRs, it will be difficult to: (1) explain an individual’s contribution to firm performance as an isolated resource; (2) assess the increased performance of a firm based on increased individual-level HCRs due to their increased qualifications, trainings and experiences; and (3) determine how HCRs are created and developed at firm-level (Wright and McMahan, 2011; Burton-Jones and Spender, 2012).

Ownership of these resources has been another obstacle in understanding and assessing them and their effects on competitive advantage. Some scholars (e.g., Becker, 1996) suggest that in an ideal situation, the benefits generated by an individual through his/her specific HC should go to that individual only. In practice, however, these benefits are shared as compensation to the employee and profits to the employer. The sharing of these benefits may lead the employee to adopt an opportunistic behaviour, depending on the employee’s satisfaction about the compensation being offered, and may contribute to performance where his/her own objectives are satisfied (Becker, 1996; Wright and McMahan, 2011) and thereby putting the firm at potential risk of competitive disadvantage. Similarly, other scholars (e.g., Ertug and Castellucci, 2015) have recently argued that organizations should place higher value on those resources.
(human resources in this case) which are required more than other resources at a given point in time to achieve and maintain competitive advantage. The above viewpoints make us to believe that according to some economists (like Becker) HC is owned by individuals as it originates primarily from personal efforts whereas some social researchers argue firm-level HC is owned by the firm as it is the unit-level HC which contributes to SCA and which is generated at firm-level through HR policies (Hatch and Dyer, 2004; Wright et al., 2005; Wright and McMahan, 2011).

The above vexed concepts and the polarization between the epistemological positions, i.e., which indicators of HC should be assessed - social or economic or a combination; what should be the unit of assessment of HC - the effects of investment (education/experiences) and the outcomes of investment (knowledge/skills) (Schumann, 2002; Unger et al., 2011); what type of HC should be considered in evaluating its effects on competitive advantage - specific versus general; and who owns these intangible resources - individuals or their employers; are challenges for researchers and practitioners in at least two areas. First, the transferability of HC among employees or from employees to firms and vice versa; and second, the development, applicability, reliability and future research direction.

It is perhaps due to the above mentioned disagreements among scholars and disciplines that some contemporary researchers in strategy and strategic human resources management disciplines have emphasized on the need to explore the impact of unit-level HC on firm performance (Crocker and Eckardt, 2014; Fulmer and Ployhart, 2014; Ployhart et al., 2014; Wright et al., 2014). Or, perhaps it is due to the unique importance of these resources that the above scholars have referred to some of these resources as strategic human capital resources, as discussed and defined earlier in this article. They seem to believe that HC should be assessed at the unit-level because the two levels of HC (individual and unit) complement each other at various levels within a team/unit/firm and it is the unit-level HC which affects firm-level performance outcomes. Nevertheless, little has been done in terms of providing/offering a theoretical pathway which can guide future scholarship to assess HCRs and other people-dependent intangible resources at multiple levels within firms and across units. This is where this article contributes to the HC and related bodies of knowledge as it offers a multi-resource conceptual framework for assessing HC (at micro- and macro-levels) and other people-dependent firm-level resources and their impact on the firm’s ability to achieve sustained competitive advantage.

4. Conceptual Framework - a possible future research pathway

Firms make use of a number of tangible and intangible resources in executing business activities and achieving strategic objectives. While it is important to investigate the impact of all the tangible and intangible resources on firm performance, it is not practically possible to discuss all of them in a single piece of scholarly work. Therefore, a discussion about the impact of tangible resources on a firm’s ability to succeed and achieve competitive advantage positioning is not in the remit of this article. Moreover, while “Human Capital is a general term that refers to all of the resources that individuals directly contribute to an organization: physical, knowledge, social and reputational” (DeNisi et al., 2003, p. 6), the focus in this review article remained on interpersonal skills. Thus, it has not been possible to include all of the resources related to individuals, such as their physical strengths. In addition, other intangible resources, which were considered but not included in the conceptual framework, are dynamic
capabilities (Teece et al., 1997; Zahra et al., 2006; Protogerou et al., 2012; Kor and Mesko, 2013); organizational reputation and reputation of individuals including CEOs and top management teams (Roberts and Dowling, 2002; Ertug and Castellucci, 2015).

Specifically, this article focuses on individual-level human capital (knowledge, skills and abilities) and organization-level human capital resources such as social capital, relational capital and knowledge of the firm. This is typically because these resources originate from characteristics of individual actors and they become strategic resources when their impact is taken into account on unit/firm-level. Moreover, although they are researchable constructs individually in their own right, their impact can be better understood if studied collectively, or a combination of them at the same time because they do not necessarily work in isolation. They rather complement each other and cause each other’s growth within the firm.

The following few paragraphs explain the model presented in Figure 1 (next page). This is followed by explications of each of the unit/firm-level human capital resources presented in the model. These are the three constructs in the middle column which are based on individual-level human capital, also referred to as people-dependent intangible factors/resources. They provide underpinnings for unit/organizational-level performance and or sustained competitive advantage.

Although this conceptual framework is drawn from a wide array of past research, it is based specifically on the works of Hatch and Dyer (2004), McKelvie and Davidsson (2009) Ployhart and Moliterno (2011), Nyberg et al. (2012) and Wright et al. (2014). Moreover, the framework presented in this article is an extension of past research. However, in contrast to previous research, this article argues that a better way of understanding the overall impact of people-dependent intangible resources on firm performance and competitive advantage is by bringing these resources together and analyzing: (1) how they complement each other; and (2) how they contribute to the overall success of the firm individually and collectively.

The one side arrowed links in Figure 1 indicate the direct relationships between these variables which may exists at different levels within an organization or across different teams, departments and divisions (Wright et al., 2014). While these relationships are shown as one directional in this model for the sake of simplicity, in practice it is very likely these relationships are continuous and bidirectional. The resources in the middle column (Figure 1) i.e., bundle of unit/firm-level people-dependent intangible resources can also be referred to as strategic human capital resources, may complement each other. They are directly and positively related to firm performance and sustained competitive advantage, as shown by the arrowed lines between the bundle of these resources on the left hand side and the unit/firm-level performance and/or SCA on the right hand side. In other words, this bundle of resources and HCRs are primarily created as a result of KSAs possessed by individuals working in a team/unit/firm. These resources, in return, may complement unit-level HC formation and development and thus create a virtuous circle of creation and accumulation of human capital resources at both individual- and unit/firm-level.
Figure 1: Conceptual Framework: a virtuous process of firm-level people-dependent intangible resources creation, accumulation and their impact on firm performance and competitive advantage

Social Capital
- Reciprocal social relationships between actors
- Interdependencies between parties
- Mutual trust, confidence, belongingness

Relational Capital
- Relationships with employees
- Relationships with partners
- Relationships with suppliers, customers and stakeholders

Knowledge
- Know-how, know-what
- Knowledge about suppliers, & other stakeholders
- Knowledge about competitors & markets

Unit/firm-level performance and/or SCA

Notes:
1. The box on the left hand side represents individual-level human capital characteristics that provide bases for unit-level human capital resources
2. The elements mentioned in each box in the middle column are non-exhaustive and may include many more variables depending on each research question
3. Sizes and shapes of all boxes and arrows are irrelevant

For example, a team of individuals with high levels of human capital - in the form of knowledge, skills and abilities (KSAs) such as education, training, experience and so on - working together will accumulate higher levels of unit- or firm-level intangible resources in the form of social capital, relational capital and knowledge due to their aggregate human capital. Such a team will be able to establish better relationships with internal stakeholders such as colleagues, super- and subordinates and also with external stakeholders such as customers, suppliers and so on than a team of people with lesser or poorer levels of human capital. Consequently, such a team will contribute more to the overall success and prosperity of the firm which may benefit the firm in various ways including increased profits, improved reputation and enhanced customer loyalty. All these improvements may eventually lead to organizational success and competitive advantage positioning. The success of the firm in turn will benefit individual members of the team, may be in the form of increased wages and higher moral, which may help them in at least three areas. First, to gain more
knowledge from each other and from external sources; second, to improve their relationships with internal and external stakeholders; and third, to have more motivation for further learning. The incremental levels of KSAs will be fed back into the bundle of people-dependent intangible resources (that is, social capital, relational capital and knowledge) which in turn can enhance the firm’s ability to maintain competitive advantage positioning. This cycle of improvement at individual staff member levels and at the unit/firm-level may continue for long periods of time giving the firm to enjoy sustained competitive advantage over rivals as long as the virtuous circle is maintained and not broken. This is a hypothetical example and there can be many more examples of similar nature both in theory and practice, which future theorizing can explore.

The framework is based on the belief that individual-level KSAs are the building blocks of unit-level human capital resources which include social capital, relational capital, and knowledge of the firm, in this model. The specific impact of these resources on firm performance and competitive advantage are discussed next which provides a logical justification why they have been included in this conceptual framework.

4.1 Social Capital

Social Capital (SC) in organizations exists in the form of relationships, interdependencies and connections among actors based on mutual trust, confidence and respect in a reciprocal way (Coleman, 1988; Bubolz, 2001; Arregle et al., 2007; Danes et al., 2009; Ivy et al., 2015). Because of its nature, social capital in a given organization is valuable, unique and cannot be replicated totally by any other organization. According to the resource-based view of the firm, any resource of this nature leads a firm to sustained competitive advantage (Barney, 1991). In particular, social capital within a firm facilitates information flows and knowledge creation/sharing/accumulation, thereby contributes directly to firm performance in the form of reduced transaction costs (Arregle et al., 2007). The amount of social capital between social groups (also called bonding social capital) is determined by how closely members are connected within a given social group and with the wider society or across firms/groups/communities (also called bridging social capital) (Coleman, 1988; Lassalle, 2008; McPherson, 2010; Ivy et al., 2015). From an entrepreneurial point of view, social capital comes from two sources: internal - the level of trust and goodwill between an entrepreneur and their own social group; and external - the stock of trust and goodwill between an entrepreneur and the wider society (McPherson, 2010).

Bubolz (2001) argues that human capital is a prerequisite for economic, social and physical capital development. Similarly, Evans and Syrett (2007) have argued that social capital is a prerequisite for economic development and economic development in turn, especially in a local context, is a source for further development of social capital. In other words the level of social capital in a firm is contingent on the existing levels of human capital. Although human capital causes creation and development of social capital, social capital facilitates further creation and development of human capital as closer ties between actors encourage them to share information and learn from each other ultimately leading to the creation and development of human capital.
4.2 Relational Capital

Relational Capital (RC) is a type of social capital which exists in the form of the amount of trust, respect and reciprocity between the actors (Nahapiet and Ghoshal, 1998; Cousins et al., 2006; Danes et al., 2008). Since relational capital is an important organizational intangible resource and can be researched independently therefore, it is mentioned in the framework separately from social capital. Scholars (e.g., Welbourne and Pardo-del-Val, 2009) have posited that firms with high performance work systems in place are able to negotiate and develop collaborative agreements with other companies based on their relationships with their own employees, employees of other firms and with other businesses. Due to their nature of homogeneity across firms such relationships can help a firm to achieve sustained competitive advantage. Moreover, while establishing and expanding relational capital base firms learn how to deal/negotiate with other firms or individuals effectively and thereby increase their chances of long term firm performance (Welbourne and Pardo-del-Val, 2009; Liu et al., 2010).

Similar to the level and quality of human capital within a firm, which affects innovation and innovative adaptability (Mahsud et al., 2011), relational capital also affects a firm’s innovative adaptability (Gubbins and Dooley, 2014) and thereby affects long-term firm performance directly. Taking this argument further, Welbourne and Pardo-del-Val (2009) interviewed 382 CEOs and Vice Presidents and found that relational capital positively affects firm performance. They suggest that firms employing high performing work systems tend to (re)configure their relationships with other firms, employees and stakeholders rapidly in response to changing business environments and resource structures. Alternatively, based on the knowledge acquired through networks, high performance firms adjust their business strategies according to the perceived presence of unique business opportunities and threats.

Like other people-dependent intangible resources, relational capital is a valuable resource for all firms irrespective of their size (Rowley et al., 2000; Liu et al., 2010; Mahsud et al., 2011). Nevertheless, smaller firms place more value on this type of resource than larger firms do (Macpherson et al., 2004; Welbourne and Pardo-del-Val, 2009). Because smaller firms tend to manage relationships more effectively as they have to deal with fewer and simpler internal procedures and they have fewer collaborative relationships with external entities than the complex relationships larger firms have with multiple firms of various sizes (Rowley et al., 2000). Moreover, smaller firms have fewer resources than larger firms do therefore, smaller firms need to join forces together to engage in a continuous process of innovation and take advantage of available opportunities through negotiations and collaborative networks (Welbourne and Pardo-del-Val, 2009). This is a concept also called weak ties and it is positively related to firm performance (Rowley et al., 2000). Finally, firms of any size can benefit by establishing partnerships/alliances, both local and international and can increase their relational capital base and the ability of ambidexterity which are positively related to sustained competitive advantage (Kauppila, 2010; Liu et al., 2010).

4.3 Knowledge of the Firm

Knowledge has become one of the most important sources for SCA (DeNisi et al., 2003; Dai and Liu, 2009; Liu et al., 2010) as the accumulation and utilization of knowledge contributes as a driving force for the development and growth of the firm.
Knowledge is defined as “information that has been combined with experience, context, interpretation, and reflection” (Davenport et al., 1997, p. 1). Similar to HC, knowledge exists within a firm or individuals in two forms: tacit knowledge and explicit knowledge. The former form of knowledge is acquired through experience while the latter through education and training (Ipe, 2003; Gale and Vance, 2012; Wang and Wang, 2012). Knowledge acquisition is the extent to which a firm learns the know-how (experience-based knowledge) and know-what (task-based knowledge) from internal and external sources (Ipe, 2003; Liu et al., 2010). External sources of knowledge creation are alliances and collaborative relationships between firms, individuals or both, whereas internal sources are individuals and units within a firm (Ipe, 2003; Liu et al., 2010).

Knowledge is created through a process called knowledge-sharing where the knowledge owner shares their knowledge with others through a form of messages or practices that are understood/matched by belief systems and experiences that people hold (Ipe, 2003). Once acquired, knowledge has to be shared with and disseminated to an increasing number of individuals (Liu et al., 2010) in order to create a collective knowledge base because it is the shared knowledge that has an impact on firm-level efficiencies (Jones et al., 2007). This line of enquiry has been empirically tested by Wang and Wang (2012) in a survey of 226 managers from 89 high technology firms. They found that knowledge sharing has a direct positive relationship with firm performance, in addition to having a positive impact on innovation, which is also positively related to overall firm performance.

Law and Ngai (2008), however, found in their research of 134 manufacturing, wholesaling and retailing firms that knowledge sharing has an indirect positive relationship with firm performance. Whether the relationship is direct or indirect, knowledge affects firm performance and helps organizations to innovate and adopt innovation. In other words, through knowledge and knowledge sharing, firms combine, connect and integrate their knowledge base and invoke a kaleidoscopic thinking and generate breakthrough ideas that lead to innovation and SCA (Zhou and Li, 2012).

To encourage and facilitate knowledge sharing, firms, managers and executives should create working environments and develop appropriate strategies and programmes that are conducive to learning and managing knowledge (Law and Ngai, 2008; Wang and Wang, 2012). This is because in uncertain and insecure situations individuals may be reluctant to share their knowledge due to fear of losing power that comes with knowledge or fear of potential punishment or little or no expected benefits in return for sharing their knowledge with others (Ipe, 2003; Gubbins and Dooley, 2014). Therefore, knowledge sharing primarily happens when the owner has a personal motivation and perceives no risk in sharing her/his knowledge with others, in addition to having an opportunity available to do so such as in-house trainings, formal and informal meetings with peers and super- and/or subordinates.

There are two different processes involved in sharing both tacit and explicit knowledge (Wang and Wang, 2012; Zhou and Li, 2012). These are (1) externalization and combination - through this process knowledge possessed by individuals and groups is converted into organizational or collective knowledge; and (2) internalization and socialization - through this process knowledge possessed by the firm is transferred to individuals or teams/groups of individuals. Explicit knowledge is usually shared between individuals and the organization and across individuals through externalization whereas tacit knowledge is shared through internalization or through internal knowledge integration mechanisms.
5 Discussion

Building on extant research which argues that human capital begets human capital (Mahsud et al., 2011) and success breeds success (Dierickx and Cool, 1989), this review article posits that human capital, social capital, relational capital and knowledge of the firm affect organizational performance and the ability to achieve and sustain competitive advantage if exploited appropriately. These people-dependent intangible resources complement each other within a given organization. Unger et al. (2011) found that entrepreneurial human capital affects the creation and development of employee/subordinate human capital and vice versa. Evans and Syrett (2007) have argued that the creation and development of social capital and economic development are dependent on each other. Bubolz (2001) believes that human capital is a prerequisite for development of social capital and in return social capital complements further creation/accumulation of human capital. Denrell et al. (2013) asserted that the chance of achieving superior performance at present or in the future is path dependent in addition to a systemic difference in capabilities, random events (chance) and a process of cumulative advantage.

The above arguments lead to the belief that: (1) the overall performance of the firm depends on existing stock of human capital; (2) human capital resource levels determine stock of other people-dependent intangible resources; and (3) success at present or in the future generally depends on the success history of the firm. These concepts are well established in the existing literature but in a fragmented manner as each one of them have been researched distinctively separately. That gives the impression that they are standalone resources. Hence, the big picture has been missed or has not been understood properly. This article attempts to bring these resources together to provide readers and future researchers with an opportunity to visualize: how they are interconnected; how and in what conditions they depend on each other; and how they can provide a firm with strong underpinnings for achieving and sustaining competitive advantage.

Moreover, the creation of human capital resources is a function of social capital, relational capital and knowledge (already discussed). Indeed the other way round may also be true. Alternatively, these intangible resources, in turn, emanate from human capital which stems from individual-level characteristics. Firms create these unit/firm-level intangible resources through various HRM processes including recruitment, training and deployment. Although this concept has been discussed already in the literature (Hatch and Dyer, 2004; Wright and McMahan, 2011), extant research focused on human capital only. Other forms of people-dependent intangible resources have not been investigated in terms of human capital being a rootstock from where other people-dependent resources burgeon. This process of people-dependent firm-level intangible resources creation and accumulation and their impact on firm performance and competitive advantage is visualized in the conceptual framework in Figure 1 (already discussed).

An implication of the conceptual framework presented in this article is that, a new firm might have a stock of these resources or a combination of them in place already but may not achieve competitive advantage status in the short term. Nevertheless, by adopting a strategy of effective utilization of these resources the firm may enjoy competitive parity in the medium to short term, i.e., the firm performs at least as good as that of its competitors. Moreover, the firm can enjoy sustained competitive advantage by adopting a strategy of developing heterogeneous
capabilities/resources and by protecting these capabilities/resources over a period of time. These two strategies are referred to as low-crunch tradition and high crunch tradition respectively in the resourced-based view body of literature (Denrell et al., 2013). According to the former tradition, the firm will be able to accumulate these firm-level critical resources over time by adopting various strategies including: recruitment of appropriately educated and trained staff; training staff in-house according to specific needs and environment of the firm; retaining valuable staff; empowering managers; accumulating knowledge; establishing appropriate relations with both internal and external stakeholders; and establishing appropriate trade ties with other businesses and individuals. According to the latter tradition, the firm can protect these and other intangible resources through isolating mechanisms such as first mover advantage, switching costs, network externalities and learning curves.

In addition, the need to introduce the integrated multi-resource model (presented above in Figure 1) was because extant research almost unanimously argues that people-dependent intangible resources contribute positively to firm performance, there is little explanation available in the literature about the following two phenomena: (1) these resources depend on each other for their creation and development; and (2) they stem from characteristics possessed by individuals which provide underpinnings for a bundle of firm-level strategic resources which have the potential to cause competitive advantage over rivals. For example, Gonzalez-Padron et al. (2010) hold knowledge responsible for sustained competitive advantage; Kor and Mesko (2013) as well as Arregle et al. (2007) think social capital is responsible for sustained competitive advantage; Welbourne and Pardo-del-Val (2009) as well as Liu et al. (2010) posit that relational capital is related to sustained competitive advantage; whereas majority of researchers (Barney, 1991; Heckman, 2000; Barney et al., 2001; Barney et al., 2011; Mahsud et al., 2011) argue that human capital causes sustained competitive advantage. A bird’s eye view of these somehow overlapping interpretations is given in Table 1 (already discussed). All these arguments may be, and perhaps they are to a large extent depending on the context, true in their own right. But past scholarship focused only on individual sub-sets of the overall people-dependent firm-level resources.

In addition, the framework presented in Figure 1 is also aimed to represent a holistic picture of people-dependent intangible resources and encourage scholars to pay some attention to the whole rather than confining themselves in explaining parts of this bundle of resources in isolation. In other words, it may serve as a point of departure from competing, divergent and disconnected research agendas and encourage a dialogue among scholars from different disciplines in order to provide a direction for future theorizing and empirical investigation about the creation, assessment and implications of these resources. The objective of this review is neither to close the debate on individual human capital resources as determinants of firm performance (Mahsud et al., 2011) nor to provide a solution to human capital resource scholars in assessing them and in evaluating their individual impact on a firm’s competitive advantage positioning. Furthermore, this review does not propagate that each piece of relevant research should include all of these resources (cf. Figure 1). It only suggests that any one resource, or a combination of them, can be investigated in relation to their impact on firm/unit-level competitive advantage. At the same time, researchers from all relevant disciplines need to recognize that the impact of any of these intangible resources can be affected by inclusion or exclusion of others of similar nature. Therefore, it is my hope that this model will encourage scholars from various disciplines to talk to each other and advance this line of enquiry to increase our
understanding how these important resources are created and how they can be effectively deployed for long term firm performance and competitive advantage.

It might be worthwhile to clarify that why this article keeps referring these resources as ‘people-dependent resources.’ As already explained in this article, human capital theorists believe that firm-level human capital comes from individual-level characteristics. That implies that unit-level human capital fundamentally originates from human resources within a firm. Similarly, social capital refers to the stock and nature of individual-to-individual, individual-to-firm and firm-to-firm relationships. Thus social capital primarily stems from individual-to-individual level relationships at gross roots level. Likewise, relational capital comes from formal and informal agreements or ties between and across individuals and firms. These agreements, whether at individual- or firm-level, are also established and managed between individuals or groups of individuals. Finally, human knowledge refers to the messages being shared and understood between and among individuals or groups of individuals. It is due to the involvement of human beings in building and accumulating of these intangible firm-level resources this article refers to them as ‘people-dependent resources.’

This article does not suggest merging these various people-dependent resources into one resource. It rather argues that they originate from the same source of individual characteristics, they are interrelated, they depend on each other for their creation and accumulation, they complement each other at various levels and they should be considered as a necessary bundle of critical firm-level resources required for achieving long term competitive advantage. Moreover, they do not exist in isolation nor do they affect firm performance as standalone resources. They are owned, to a large degree, by individuals. Their aggregate levels, however, are accessible to a team/unit/firm to be utilized in a unique way in order to achieve high performance levels and competitive advantage.

6 Conclusion

Human Capital, as a resource, has been a fascinating area for management experts, strategists, economists, psychologists and social scientists since the beginning of Seventeenth century. Various scholars attempted to prove their own viewpoints about the importance of this resource by looking through a narrow lens within their own disciplines. Historically, economists focused on individual-level human capital as a source of superior performance. Social scientist and strategy scholars, however, believed that it is the unit-level human capital which causes firms to achieve and sustain above average performance and competitive advantage. Disagreements also continued in the areas of measurement/assessment of human capital as well as its ownership. Since 1960s, particularly, a vast amount of research exploded in this field whereby researchers investigated the relationship of human capital resources with firm performance but in a fragmented way. Contemporary human capital scholars, nevertheless, argue that some forms of unit-level human capital are in fact strategic resources as they cause competitive advantage in the long term.

This review is an attempt to take this line of enquiry further and contribute to the existing literature by offering a multilevel integrated framework, which includes other firm-level people-dependent intangible resources namely social capital, relational capital and knowledge of the firm. In meeting this objective, this review offered comprehensive definitions of human capital resources encompassing all characteristics
at both individual- and unit-levels. Further theorizing on these comprehensive definitions might help future scholarship to adopt meaningful and clear methods of the assessment of these resources. In addition, this review raises a number of future research questions for scholars from various disciplines. Finally, this review article calls for a dialogue amongst scholars in furthering this field of knowledge so that we could understand how people-dependent intangible resources complement the creation/accumulation of each other and how they, together as well as separately, cause above average firm performance and sustained competitive advantage.
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